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Initial radiation-chemical yields of peroxidation in the homologous series of unsaturated free fatty acids were
measured in neat substrates by steady-state irradiation with60Coγ rays to obtain baseline values of oxidizability
pertaining to a pure lipid moiety at 293 K for oleic (OlH), linoleic (LiH), linolenic (LinH), and arachidonic
(ArH) acid. Rate constants of individual reaction steps of peroxidation, propagation and termination, were
also measured in the same compounds by intermittent irradiation with60Co gamma rays by means of a specially
built apparatus. The values of these rate constants were found to double as the number of methylenic carbons
increased by one so that the relative values of oxidizabilities in the series LiH/LinH/ArH/docosapentaenoic
acid (DPA)/docosahexaenoic acid (DHA) increased as 1:x2:2:2x2:4. Literature data on oxidizabilities and
the pertaining rate constants were subject to scaling with respect to temperature and solvent effects. Consistent
baseline values of these quantities were obtained, indicating that an adequate understanding of the applied
corrections was reached. Radiation-induced peroxidation inhibited by a reference antioxidantR-tocopherol
gave radiation-chemical yield of alkyl free radicalsG(L•) ) 0.52 ( 0.16 µmol/J in all fatty acids studied.
Temperature dependence of the literature data onkp/kinh, corrected for solvent polarity effect onkp, together
with our own measurements ofkinh gave Arrhenius activation parameters for the inhibition reaction in pure
lipid moiety. The activation energy of the reaction, 4.5 kJ/mol, large negative entropy,-138 J/mol K, and
pre-exponential factor 106 support the view that the mechanism ofR-toc action in nonpolar media may involve
both charge and proton transfer.

Introduction

Prominent characteristics of unsaturated fatty acids (LH) are
labile hydrogen atoms weakly bound to carbons adjacent to
double bond(s); there are two such (allylic) positions in each
unsaturated LH, andd - 1 bisallylic positions (ord - 1
methylene groups) in polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) (where
d is the number of double bonds in the molecule). Bisallylic
carbon-hydrogen bond dissociation energy (BDE≈ 314 kJ/
mol) is lower than most other BDEs of hydrogen.1 This energy
can easily be recovered in reactions between unsaturated LH
and most free radicals, whereby initiating free radicals become
stabilized by abstracting the loosely bound hydrogen from the
LH molecule, yielding a more stable nonradical entity and a
free radical L•.

The reaction of a free radical L• with oxygen, which in its
lowest triplet state has a free radical character itself, is close to
a diffusion-controlled process and one of the most important
reactions of free radicals in nature, conducive to the process
known as lipid peroxidation.2 Given the facts that unsaturated
LH are constitutive parts of lipids forming all biological
membranes and plasma lipoproteins and that aerobic conditions
prevail in the biosphere, and further, given the ease of the
formation of lipid free radicals and the chain mechanism of their
reactions with oxygen, the enormous biomedical significance
of lipid peroxidation cannot be overemphasized. In addition to
that, technoeconomic and health aspects of lipid peroxidation
should also be considered in view of the importance of animal

and plant fats and oils in nutrition and various industries.
Therefore, it is not surprising that various aspects of lipid
peroxidation continue to be the subject of intensive research.

The ability of unsaturated LH to undergo chain oxidation is
termed oxidizability. Classical rate laws for autoxidation relate
the rate of production of hydroperoxides with the square root
of the initiation rate and the concentration of the substrate, and
the proportionality factor between the former and the latter two
quantities is oxidizability. Oxidizability is a composite quantity
defined by the ratio of the propagation rate constant and the
square root of the termination rate constant,kp/x2kt(see be-
low).

Consequently, oxidizability does not assume a constant value,
but changes according to the effects exerted by the medium on
the constitutive chemical reactions (e.g., solvent polarity3).
Moreover, as the applicability of the classical rate law for
autoxidation has been shown to extend to membrane model
systems, micelles and lipid bilayers,4 as well as to erythrocyte
ghost membranes,5 in each of these systems, for any set of
experimental variables (concentration, pH) a corresponding
value of oxidizability could be established.

Is there a “baseline” value of oxidizability? We believe that
such a value should be defined in a pure lipid phase, and this
paper is an attempt to establish these “baseline” values in a
series of neat LHs by means of radiation chemistry methods.
Irradiation with60Co γ rays is a particularly suitable method of
initiation, because the addition of any potentially interfering
substance to oxidizing substrates can thus be completely
avoided.
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Considering that oxidizability in radiation-induced peroxi-
dation is proportional to radiation-chemical yield of hydroper-
oxides (see below), the oxidizability data extractable from the
existing studies on radiation-induced peroxidation in bulk fatty
acids,6 their homogeneous solutions,7,8 micelles,8-10 lipo-
somes,11,12and membranes13 should be consistent with oxidiz-
ability data extractable from autoxidation studies performed in
these systems under the same conditions. However, various
measurement methodologies and a variety of products measured
in this type of study14 resulted in poor mutual consistency; in
addition to that, the restriction of most studies to individual fatty
acids further obscured the expected regularity within the series.
Moreover, a few (incomplete) homologous series differ between
themselves, and discrepancies are even larger if irradiation
data15,16 are compared to autoxidation data.17

Reliable values of the absolute rate constants of individual
steps in peroxidation of a particular LH are needed for
establishing quantitative relationships between structure and
reactivity and for kinetic modeling of autoxidation processes.18,19

However, the individual rate constantskp and kt cannot be
separated easily. This task requires the measurement of the
lifetime of the chain reaction, and this type of measurement
with absolutely pure LH, without any additives, was not
performed so far in a complete series of unsaturated LH.

Previous measurements of chain oxidation lifetimes (and of
termination rate constants derived from them) relied on pho-
tochemical activation of free radical initiators in bulk LH,20 their
solutions,21 or aggregates.22 The present work is the first attempt
to systematically study radiation-induced peroxidation in a series
from mono- to polyunsaturated LH and to measure the absolute
rate constants of elementary steps involved in the process. The
advantages of radiation-induced peroxidation are that initiation
is started homogeneously, at room temperature, without any
additives and at a constant, well-known, and controllable speed.

Contrary to previous measurements, which were chiefly based
on continuous monitoring of the consumption of oxygen, in this
work the peroxidation was followed by measuring radiation-
chemical yields of hydroperoxides (LOOH) formed. Hydro-
peroxides are the primary products of peroxidation and are
directly related to the fate of LH undergoing the process. A
sensitive spectrophotometric method for the quantification of
LOOH modified by us23 allowed the initial stages of the process
to be followed accurately, at conversions of LH into LOOH
not exceeding a few percent. It also afforded the data for mono-
and bisunsaturated LHs comparable to the data obtained for
polyunsaturated LH, because the same analytical method was
applied throughout the homologous series of LH; that would
not have been possible if the more popular malondialdehyde or
conjugated dienes methods had been applied for analysis of
hydroperoxides. In the absence of initiator and solvent influ-
ences, which were eliminated from the present study due to the
direct initiation by radiation energy, absolute values of the rate
constants, believed to reflect true molecular properties of LH,
were obtained for the first time.

Kinetics of Radiation-Induced Peroxidation

Because of the nonselective action of ionizing radiation, the
first generation of radicals ensuing from the interaction of
ionizing photons and unsaturated LH may not necessarily be
all centered on the carbon atoms adjacent to double bonds. Most
radicals of the next generation, however, are likely to result
from the abstraction of the weakest bound (methylenic or allylic)
hydrogen, because this reaction would be both thermodynami-
cally and kinetically preferred.

After the initial production of free radicals by radiation
initiation,

the subsequent steps in a peroxidation chain process are as
follows:

We are interested in the rate of formationR of the product
LOOH, for which the following expression applies:

relating it with the experimentally measurable quantities, the
radiation-chemical yield of LOOH,G(LOOH) (moles of LOOH
formed per unit dose in gray), density,F, and dose rate,P.

The application of the steady-state approximation to the
intermediate free radicals LOO• and L• gives the expression for
the rate of formation of alkyl free radicals:

provided that

Condition 9 has been recognized already by Bolland.24

Steady-state concentration of alkyl radicals L• can be found
after taking the square root of the expression 8; having thus
expressed one unknown ([L•]) in terms of the other ([LOO•]),
the steady-state equation for peroxyl radical can be solved for
[LOO•], which ultimately gives the final expression forG(LOOH),

Two extreme cases should be considered.
a. Low Concentration of Oxygen.Under these conditions,

the third term under square root in the denominator of (7a) is
far greater than the first two terms, which both contain the
concentration of oxygen, and, consequently, can be neglected.
The radiation-chemical yield is reduced to

The inverse square-root dependence ofG(LOOH) on dose rate
applies under reduced oxygen conditions and cannot be used
to distinguish between peroxidation under normal oxygenation
and hypoxic conditions.

b. High Concentration of Oxygen.The argument contrary
to that exposed under (a) above holds, i.e.,

LH f L• + H• (1)

oxygen addition: L• + O2 98
kox

LOO• (2)

propagation: LOO• + LH 98
kp

LOOH + L•

(3)

and termination: L• + L• 98
2kt1

NRP (4)

L• + LOO• 98
kt2

NRP (5)

LOO• + LOO• 98
2kt3

NRP (6)

R ) d[LOOH]/dt ) G(LOOH)FP ) kp[LH][LOO •] (7)

G(L)•FP ) (x2kt1[L
•] + x2kt3[LOO•])2 (8)

2kt12kt3 ) kt2
2 (9)

G(LOOH) )

kp[LH]

xFP

[O2]xG(L•)

x2kt3[O2]
2 +

2kpkt2[LH][O 2]

kox
+

kp
22kt1[LH] 2

kox
2

(7a)

G(LOOH) ) (kox/x2kt1)[O2]xG(L•)/FP (7b)
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which leads to the following expression for the radiation-
chemical yield of LOOH:

The ratio kp/x2kt3 is termed oxidizability and is directly
proportional toG(LOOH).

Kinetic chain lengthν is the measure of how many times the
primarily produced radical L• afforded the product LOOH,

Under high concentration of oxygen, the steady-state concentra-
tion of peroxyl radicals is given by

Substitution of (11) into (10) gives a convenient form forν,

Inhibited Peroxidation. In the presence of a chain-breaking
antioxidant AH, the following reaction competes with propaga-
tion:

Some inhibitors are capable of inactivating more than one
(generally,n) peroxyl radicals by additional reactions. If there
is one additional reaction, such as

the effective concentration of antioxidant in this particular case
is 2[AH], i.e., n ) 2. In the dose range in which inhibited
peroxidation takes place, the steady-state approximation takes
the form

Noting that the time in which antioxidant will be completely
destroyed, tinh, can be expressed as the quotient of the
characteristic dose of inhibitionDinh and dose rateP, tinh ) Dinh/
P, the eq 14 can be integrated in the following way:

which gives

The expression 14b allows the ascertainment of the radiation-
chemical yield of initiating radicalsG(L•) from the experimen-
tally obtainableDinh for a particular antioxidant, providedn is
known. It is noteworthy thatG(L•) does not depend on dose
rate.

In inhibited radiation-induced peroxidation, the rate of product
formation is

The application of the steady-state approximation gives

Steady-state concentration of peroxyl radicals in inhibited
peroxidation follows from (16) as

The application of the steady-state approximation to A• radicals
gives

This leads to the following expression for the inhibited radiation-
chemical yield of LOOH:

In the inhibited dose range, the radiation-chemical yield of
LOOH does not depend on the dose rate.

The expressions for uninhibited (7c) and inhibited oxidation
(15a) and inhibition dose (14b) in radiation-induced peroxidation
are exact parallels of the expressions applicable to the corre-
sponding rates in autoxidation and inhibition time, respectively.
The rate of initiation in autoxidation is changed to the rate of
production of the initiating radicals,G(L•)FP, in radiation-
induced peroxidation, and the time of inhibition is changed to
inhibition doseDinh.

Intermittent Irradiation. The rate of radiation-induced
peroxidation is not directly proportional to dose rate; the square-
root dependence on the dose rate comes from the second-order
character of the radical recombination process. Because of this,
the rate of product formation is sensitive to the spatial/temporal
distribution of radiation energy absorption in the system.

At uniform irradiation, the rate of product formationR is
given by (7). However, the irradiation can be done in cycles
consisting of an irradiated and a shielded interval, so that

Under conditions of slow exchange of irradiated and shielded
intervals, the rate of product formation within the cycle,Rslow,
will be reduced as if the reaction takes place only during the
irradiated interval

whereK is a proportionality factor.
If the exchange of irradiated and shielded intervals is fast,

the concentration of radicals attained during irradiation will not
have time to decay completely during the shielded interval and
shall not start from zero in the next cycle. The rate of product
formation within the cycleRfast, as compared to the uniform
irradiation, will be reduced as if the reaction takes place at the
effectively lower dose rate

The rate of product formation at the fast exchange of irradiated
and shielded intervals is always larger than the rate at slow
exchange of the intervals,

2kt3[O2]
2 . 2kpkt2[LH][O 2]/kox + kp

22kt1[LH] 2/kox
2

G(LOOH) ) kp/x2kt3[LH] xG(L•)/FP (7c)

ν ) rate of propagation/rate of initiation
) kp[LOO•][LH]/ G(L•)FP (10)

[LOO•] ) xG(L•)FP/2kt3 (11)

ν ) (kp/x2kt3)[LH] xG(L•)/FP/G(L•)/FP

) G(LOOH)/G(L•) (10a)

LOO• + AH 98
kinh

LOOH + A• (12)

LOO• + A• 98
k13

nonradical products (13)

-dn[AH]/d t ) G(L•)FP (14)

∫0

DinhdD ) -(1/G(L•)F)∫n[AH]

0
dn[AH] (14a)

Dinh ) n[AH]/ G(L•)F (14b)

d[LOOH]inh/dt ) G(LOOH)inhFP

) kp[LH][LOO •] + kinh[AH][LOO •] (15)

G(L•)FP ) kinh[AH][LOO •] + k13[LOO•][A •] (16)

[LOO•] ) G(L•)FP/(kinh[AH] + k13[A
•]) (16a)

[A •] ) kinh[AH]/ k13 (17)

G(LOOH)inh ) G(L•)F/n{1 + kp[LH]/ kinh[AH] } (15a)

r ) shielded interval/irradiated interval (18)

Rslow ) KxP/(r + 1) (19)

Rfast ) KxP/(r + 1) (20)
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Experimentally, the ratio 21 is the ratio of theG(LOOH) values
obtained under the corresponding conditions of the exchange
speed of irradiated and shielded intervals.

Steady-state approximation applied to one complete cycle
states that the increase of radicals during the irradiated interval
is equal to the decrease of radicals during the shielded interval:

If radical lifetime τ is used instead of 1/kp in (22), it follows
that

with the steady-state concentration of radicals being given by
(11), it follows that

This expression relating the lifetime of LOO• and the termination
rate constant was used to evaluate the latter.

The lifetime of radicalsτ is proportional to the duration of
irradiated intervalλ, and the proportionality factor is the
reciprocal value of the dimensionless parameterm,

The dimensionless parameterm relates the maximum and the
minimum concentrations of radicals attained during the irradi-
ated and shielded intervals, respectively, with the steady-state
concentration. The ratio of the average radical concentration
over the whole cycle and the steady-state concentration can be
expressed in terms ofm and r only.25 The values of this ratio
can be plotted as a function of logm for an experimentally set
value of r; the ratios of experimentally obtainedG(LOOH)
values (Gslow/Gfast) can then be plotted as a function of
(experimentally known) logλ on the same graph. Logτ follows
as the horizontal distance between the two curves,

Equation 22b is then used to calculatekt3, eq 7c to calculatekp,
and eq 15a to calculatekinh.

Experimental Section

Radiation-induced oxidations of oleic acid (OlH), linoleic acid
(LiH), linolenic acid (LinH), and arachidonic acid (ArH) were
thoroughly investigated in the present work, together with more
limited investigations of the methyl ester of oleic acid (MeOlH),
the methyl ester of elaidic acid (MeElH), and the methyl ester
of linoleic acid (MeLiH).

Unsaturated fatty acids of the highest purity commercially
available were obtained from Aldrich (Milwaukee, WI), Fluka
(Buchs, Switzerland), Merck (Darmstadt, Germany), and Sigma
(Poole, UK), and were kept at-18 °C in the dark. After
opening, the unused portion was saturated with pure nitrogen
before returning to storage. Each batch was checked for
impurities; the purity check consisted in effect of measuring
the parameters of radiation-induced production of hydroperox-
ides: the induction dose, the linearity of LOOH accumulation

with dose, the level of hydroperoxidation at zero dose, and the
radiation-chemical yield of hydroperoxides,G(LOOH).

The reportedG(LOOH) values were obtained as the best
straight lines showing the accumulation of LOOH with dose.
Small positive intercepts on the ordinate indicated the presence
of small quantities of pre-formed LOOH and were subtracted
from the radiation-induced LOOH. Some easily oxidizable
samples showed a supralinear accumulation of LOOH with dose
after extended irradiation. Irradiation time was therefore limited
to the dose range in which response was linear. When necessary,
purification was carried out by vacuum distillation in a tube
oven at about 2 mmHg. Applying these corrections and
precautions, all materials, irrespective of the provenience, gave
consistent results under the same irradiation conditions. Anti-
oxidant d,l R-tocopherol (R-toc) was supplied by Fluka and
Aldrich and was used as received.

The peroxidation was initiated by irradiation with60Coγ rays.
For steady-state irradiations, three irradiation sources with well-
defined geometries of irradiation were used, spanning almost 3
orders of magnitude in dose rate (about 6, 0.11, and 0.012 Gy/
s). All sources had a cylindrical geometry of radioactive pencils
forming a cavity into which a stand with samples could be
introduced, securing fixed and reproducible relative positions
of samples in the radiation field. Dose rates in the irradiating
positions were established with the ethanol-chlorobenzene
dosimetry system26 and calculated daily taking into account the
radioactive decay of60Co. The samples, typically 0.5 mL, in
open Pyrex test tubes, 16 mm o.d. were bubbled with about 50
mL/min oxygen during irradiation. Small aliquots of irradiated
samples were withdrawn at regular intervals during irradiation,
and any postirradiation changes were immediately terminated
by dilution with a multiply larger volume of solvent, CHCl3/
MeOH (1:1 mol/mol).

Intermittent irradiation was carried out in the chamber of a
panoramic60Co irradiator. Rather than rotating a sectored shield
between the radiation source and the sample, the samples
themselves were mounted on a 60 cm diameter rotating wheel,
which carried the samples with a variable and controllable speed
alternately through the irradiation field and behind the massive
lead shield. The experimental setup was designed and built by
MPO, Zagreb, and is shown schematically in Figure 1. The dose-
rate profile of one cycle shown in Figure 2 was taken by
irradiating a number of ethanol-chlorobenzene dosimeters
positioned every 7°30′ on the stationary wheel. Dose rate in
the irradiating position, 50 cm from the axis of the irradiation
source, was about 0.3 Gy/s, while the irradiated sector of the
rotating wheel was 25.32°. This gave the effective irradiation
time of 25.32/360) 0.07 of the cycle time, the effective dose
rate of about 0.021 Gy/s, and the value ofr ) (360-25.32)/
25.32) 13.22.

The values ofG(LOOH) in intermittent irradiations were
determined in the same way as in steady-state irradiations, i.e.,
as the slopes of the straight lines, (mmol LOOH/kg LH) vs dose.
The dose was calculated as the product, (effective dose rate)×
(exposure time). Since the effective dose rate was relatively low,
exposure times had to be limited so as to avoid autoxidation,
which would at higher doses introduce supralinearity of the
straight lines describing the accumulation of LOOH with dose.

A steady supply of sufficient oxygen is critical for obtaining
meaningful oxidizability data. While an adequate supply of
oxygen in steady-state irradiations was maintained by bubbling,
this was not feasible on the rotating wheel. The size of samples
for intermittent irradiation was selected so as to afford the same
radiation-chemical yields of LOOH as those obtained with larger

Rfast/Rslow ) xr + 1 (21)

kp[LOO•]ss) 2kt3[LOO•]ss
2 (22)

τ ) [LOO•]ss/2kt3[LOO•]ss
2

) (steady-state concentration of radicals)/
(rate of removal of radicals) (22a)

τ ) 1/x2kt3G(L•)FP (22b)

τ ) λ/m (23)

log τ ) log λ - log m (23a)
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samples bubbled with oxygen in steady-state irradiations.
Decreasing sample size had two effects on theG(LOOH) values.
On one hand, it facilitated the continuous replenishment of
oxygen spent in the oxidation reaction by diffusion through the
upper, exposed surface of the small volume of liquid sitting on
the bottom of the test tube and having the shape of a segment
of a sphere. On the other hand, decreasing the size of the sample
affected the dose absorbed by the material in a manner described
by the cavity theory, so that a progressively increasing contribu-
tion to dose was made by secondary electrons from the glass.
Eventually, the saturation of the value ofG(LOOH) was reached,
corresponding to theG(LOOH) values obtained in steadily

irradiated samples bubbled with oxygen. In all fatty acids,
samples containing 5 mg of LH gave the sameG(LOOH) as
500 mg samples bubbled with oxygen. The intermittent irradia-
tion of a number of small identical samples fixed together on
the rotating wheel in any particular run was started at the same
time, and individual samples were withdrawn for analysis after
having been irradiated for a specified interval of time.

Irradiated samples were analyzed for LOOH by a spectro-
photometric ferric thiocyanate method.23

Results

Numerical data on radiation-chemical yields in inhibited and
uninhibited radiation-induced peroxidation of neat oleic acid,
its methyl ester, and methyl elaidate (neat elaidic acid is solid
at room temperature) are outlined in Table 1 as a function of
dose rate andR-toc concentration. Pertaining inhibition doses
are also given, as well as the quantities derived from these
“primary data”, i.e., radiation chemical yields of alkyl radicals,
G(L•), and kinetic chain length,ν. Corresponding sets of data
were obtained for the three other LHs studied in this work, LiH,
LinH, and ArH (not shown).

The effect of the dose rate onG(LOOH) values in samples
irradiated in equilibrium with oxygen is shown in Figure 3. The
relationship between radiation-chemical yields of LOOH and
the inverse square root of the dose rate of the form

holds for all fatty acids and their methyl esters. The values of
G0 anda are found in Table 2.

In the presence of antioxidantR-toc, the radiation-induced
peroxidation was inhibited until antioxidant was consumed by
reactions 12 and 13. The inhibition dose was proportional to
the amount of antioxidant present, as required by eq 14b. After
the consumption of antioxidant, the peroxidation proceeded with
the same radiation chemical yield of LOOH as in uninhibited
peroxidation, which was determied by the oxidizability of the
fatty acid, Figure 4. In the presence of the same concentration
of R-toc, the same inhibition doseDinh was measured in all fatty

Figure 1. Experimental setup for intermittent irradiation: M, motor; D, rotating wheel; S, sample; P, shape of the unshielded dose-rate field in a
vertical plane 50 cm from the axis of the irradiation source.

Figure 2. Dose rate profile of one cycle in intermittent irradiation.
log G(LOOH) ) log G0(LOOH) - a log P (24)
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acids, Figure 5. This means that the same radiation-chemical
yield of alkyl radicalG(L•) ) 0.52( 0.16µmol/J was obtained
in all fatty acids (Figure 6).

The common value ofG(L•) was confirmed in Figure 7 which
shows the dependence ofG(LOOH)inh on the concentration ratio
[LH]/[ R-toc] for LiH, LinH, and ArH in terms of eq 15a. The
common intercept of the straight lines for LiH, LinH, and ArH
in Figure 7, according to eq 15a, isG(L•)F/2. The slopes of the
straight lines give the ratio of the rate constantskp/kinh. Although
the precision of measuring the low values ofG(LOOH)inh was

poor, Figure 7 shows that the data fit eq 15a better than eq 25
(see below), which would require straight lines to start from
the origin.

The expected value ofkp/kinh for OlH is lower than that for
any other LH so that the slope of the corresponding straight
line for OlH in Figure 7 would be about 50 times smaller than
that for LiH. The values ofG(LOOH) in the inhibited dose range
for LiH, LinH, and ArH are already very low so that the
reliability of the slopes determined by them is not very good.
An even poorer reliability of OlH data prevented their inclusion
in Figure 7.

The limiting values ofG(LOOH) in intermittent irradiations
at very low rotation speed could not be determined directly.
Namely, at the present combination of the effective dose rate
andr, it would require very slow rotation, which, in turn, would
require very long exposure times so that a statistically significant
number of complete cycles could be accomplished. This would
result in an unacceptably high and indistinguishable contribution
of autoxidation to the radiation-induced peroxidation accrued
during exposure.

However, the limiting values ofG(LOOH) at very low
rotation speed could be calculated from the inverse square-root
relationship ofG(LOOH) and dose rate, eq 24. The dose rate
for this calculation would be the dose rate extant in the
irradiating position, 0.3 Gy/s. In the same way, the limiting
values of G(LOOH) at very high rotation speed could be
calculated as the ones which would be obtained at the effective
dose rate, 0.021 Gy/s. The limiting values ofG(LOOH) at very
low rotation speed could also be calculated from the experi-
mentally obtainedG(LOOH) values at very high rotation speed
divided byxr+1. All calculated and experimental values are
found in Table 2. It can be seen that the experimental values
obtained at very high rotation speed, and the values at very low
rotation speed derived from the former by dividing with
xr+1, were higher than the corresponding values calculated
from eq 24. This excess of experimental over calculated values
indicates the contribution of autoxidation due to an enhanced
oxygenation, because the rotation of the samples on a slanted
rotating wheel caused periodic increases of the surface of the
liquid exposed to air. The effect was more pronounced in LHs
with larger oxidizability; for OlH and LiH the calculated values

TABLE 1: Radiation-Induced Peroxidation of Oleic Acid and Methyl Esters of Oleic and Elaidic Acid

inhibited peroxidation uninhibited peroxidation

LH
P

[Gy/s]
R-toc

[mmol/kgLH]
dose range

[kGy]
no. of
expts.

G(LOOH)inh

[µmol/J]
Dinh

[kGy]
G(L•)

[µmol/J]
dose range

[kGy]
no. of
expts.

G(LOOH)uninh

[µmol/J]
ν

5.94 0-20 10 0.72( 0.02
5.94 2-18 5 0.77( 0.02
5.88 0-20 10 0.76( 0.01
5.83 0.743 0-1 5 0.48( 0.08 2.56 0.57 5-15 6 0.77( 0.01 1.34
5.81 0.885 0-1.4 9 0.39( 0.02 3.57 0.50 5-13 4 0.75( 0.01 1.51
5.82 1.113 0-3 6 0.36( 0.01 4.38 0.52 5-17 6 0.77( 0.02 1.49

OlH 5.82 1.771 0-5 7 0.36( 0.03 6.11 0.58 8-20 4 0.71( 0.01 1.23
0.113 0-4 6 4.27( 0.10
0.106 0.779 0.4-0.8 5 0.38( 0.11 2.03 0.77 2.5-8.7 6 (3.07( 0.02)a

0.111 1.113 0-1.4 7 0.24( 0.03 2.5-11.6 5 4.00( 0.16
0.013 2.4-3.9 3 14.59( 0.23
0.012 0.2-3.2 8 14.77( 0.67
0.012 0.389 0.3-1.3 6 0.25( 0.07 1.42 0.55 1.4-1.9 2 13.48 24.63

5.60 0.776 3-17 6 0.60( 0.03
MeOlH 5.62 1.113 0-0.5 4 0.35( 0.10 5.37 0.41 7-17 6 0.60( 0.03 1.46

0.107 0.708 0-1 2 (1.52( 0.14)a 2.90 0.49 4-5 3 6.52( 0.09 13.34

MeElH 5.88 2-18 9 0.65(0.03
5.79 1.113 0.5-3 6 0.30( 0.02 5.24 0.43 5-17 7 (0.34( 0.01)a (0.8)a

a Values in parentheses are outliers when calculating meanG(LOOH) or ν but, nevertheless, are useful for determiningDinh.

Figure 3. The effect of dose rateP (Gy/s) on radiation-chemical yields
of LOOH in LHs bubbled with oxygen: (O) OlH; (y) methyl ester of
OlH; (]) LiH; (4) LinH; (0) ArH.
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were higher by merely 12% and 15%, respectively, while for
LinH and ArH the experimental values were 79% and 95%
higher than the respective calculated values. It could not be
distinguished from radiation-induced peroxidation in the analysis
of the accumulation of LOOH with dose, because it was also
apparently linear with time, at least up to 0.3 kGy (not shown),
even at that early stage of oxidation. Fortunately, it is not critical,
because it cancels out in the ratioG/Gmax needed for the
construction of Figure 8.

The values of logτ were determined as the differences given
by eq 23a directly from Figure 8. The values ofτ were used to
calculatekt3 according to eq 22b, and this value, together with
oxidizability obtained from eq 7c, was then used to calculate
kp. The values obtained are found in Table 3, together with the
values ofkp/kinh obtained from eq 15a andkinh values calculated
therefrom. The common value ofkinh, (2.0 ( 0.4) × 105 dm3

mol-1 s-1, obtained for the three PUFAs (LiH, LinH, and ArH)
is a fine evidence of the internal consistency of this investigation.

Discussion

The Effect of Dose Rate on Oxidizability.The kinetics of
peroxidation of LH in many previous studies was followed by
continuous monitoring of oxygen uptake.4-8,12,27The application
of this method required long chain lengths so that the evolution
of oxygen in termination reaction 6 could be neglected. This
requirement could most easily be met by minimizing the
initiation rate, which was the only controllable parameter. In
radiation-induced peroxidation, it can be conveniently achieved
by reducing dose rate, because kinetic chain length is inversely
proportional to the square root of dose rate.

Rather than monitoring oxygen consumption, the measure-
ment of LOOH in the present work allowed a large span of
dose rates to be used for initiation, including relatively high
dose rates. At the highest dose rate used in this work, 6 Gy/s,
the corresponding lowest radiation-chemical yield of hydrop-
eroxides was about 0.8µmol/J in OlH, which gaveν less than

TABLE 2: Radiation Chemical Yields of Fatty Acid Hydroperoxides in Steady-State Irradiation at P ) 1 Gy/s and in
Intermittent Irradiation at High and Low Rotation Speed

intermittent irradiation

steady-state
irradiation

G(LOOH)high speed

[µmol/J]
G(LOOH)low speed

[µmol/J]

LH

G(LOOH)o
[µmol/J] calcd

from eq 24 a
experimental
(measured)

calcd from
eq 24

experimental
(measured/xr + 1))

calcd from
eq 24

Gexp/Gcalc

(both at high
and low speed)

OlH 1.69 -0.47 13.0( 1.6 11.6 3.4 3.1 1.12
MeElH 1.58 -0.50a 12.5( 0.6 10.8 3.3 2.9 1.14
LiH 28.8 -0.43 225.2( 7.7 196.2 59.7 52.2 1.15
LinH 35.3 -0.51 429.4( 17.5 240.5 113.9 64.0 1.79
ArH 50.5 -0.48 670.8( 11.9 344.2 177.9 91.5 1.94

a Assumed.

Figure 4. The effect of dose andR-tocopherol on the accumulation
of OlOOH in OlH irradiated atP ) 6 Gy/s and bubbled with oxygen.
Straight lines in descending order correspond to the increasing amounts
of R-tocopherol: 0.0; 0.743; 0.885; 1.133 mmolR-toc/kg OlH.

Figure 5. The (in)dependence of inhibition dose on the nature of LH
irradiated at 6 Gy/s and bubbled with oxygen. Straight lines in order
of decreasing slopes correspond to about the same concentration of
R-tocopherol: (0) 0.821 mmolR-toc/kg ArH; (4) 0.754 mmolR-toc/
kg LinH; (]) 0.749 mmolR-toc/kg LiH; (O) 0.885 mmolR-toc/kg
OlH.
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1.5. Nevertheless, the kinetic scheme was valid even at these
extreme conditions, due to the method of monitoring peroxi-
dation which was insensitive to the depletion of oxygen. At the
same time, the longest kinetic chain length was about 830 (in
ArH irradiated at 0.012 Gy/s).

Generally, lower dose rates were found to be more efficient
in producing lipid hydroperoxidation in model membranes,9,28

although no inverse square-root correlation with dose rate was
originally tested in those systems. Our analysis of some of the
published results in soybean bilayer liposomes29 and egg lecithin
bilayers16 showed that the amount of radiation-chemical change
was consistent with eq 24, but the exponenta was between-0.8
and-0.9 in the former and-0.8 in the latter case. The mean
value ofa ) - 0.82( 0.04 was reported in phospholipid model

membranes.30 It would appear that dose rate dependence of
peroxidation in microheterogeneous systems is closer to a simple
inverse dose-rate relationship.

On the other hand, by taking different indicators as measures
of peroxidation,14 as well as by taking measurements at different
times after irradiation,31 different dose-response curves could
be obtained, which may distort the results. However, studies in
homogeneous systems6-8 demonstrated the validity of the
expected inverse square-root relationship with dose rate.

The rate of production of hydroperoxides is given by eq 7;
when it is combined with the inverse square-root dependence
of the radiation-chemical yield of LOOH (eq 24), the rate of
production of LOOH is

For a given LH characterized byG0(LOOH), the rate of
peroxidation is proportional to the square root of dose rate.

The amount of LOOH produced in a specified time is

that is, the largest oxidative change will occur in targets
irradiated at the highest dose rate.

On the other hand, if the amount of hydroperoxides produced
by a given dose (D ) Pt) is considered, the largest oxidative
change to a given LH at a fixedD will occur in targets irradiated
at the lowest dose rate.

The effects of physical agents acting at some constant rate
are often observed as a function of time, and the effects of
ionizing radiations are not an exception. Intercomparisons of
these effects are usually made on the basis of equal duration of
exposures: for example, the extent of oxidative damage over a
specified interval of time is proportional toxP (eq 7e). If, on
the other hand, a somewhat higher than natural dose rate is
applied, the comparison of effects observed at the same total
dose, but received over different time intervals, becomes
interesting. Under these conditions, eq 7f would apply.

Considerations along these lines gave rise to some concerns
over the effects on the biosphere of the natural background
radiation and of the increased levels thereof, ensuing as a

Figure 6. Inhibition dose as a function of the concentration of
R-tocopherol in LH: (O) OlH; (]) LiH; (4) LinH; (0) ArH; (open
symbols)P ) 6 Gy/s; (semi-filled symbols)P ) 0.11 Gy/s; (filled
symbols)P ) 0.012 Gy/s. The positions of the independent variable
(concentration ofR-toc) and that of the function (dose) are inverted,
so that G(L•) follows as the productn × slope.

Figure 7. Inhibited radiation-chemical yield of LOOH as a function
of the concentration ratio [LH]/[R-toc] atP ) 6 Gy/s and bubbled with
oxygen: (]) LiH; (4) LinH; (0) ArH.

Figure 8. The effect of irradiation timeλ in intermittent irradiation at
the effective dose rateP ) 0.021 Gy/s andr ) 13.22 on relative
radiation-chemical yields of LOOH in: (O) OlH; (]) LiH; (4) LinH;
(0) ArH.

d[LOOH]/dt ) G0(LOOH)FxP (7d)

∆[LOOH] ) G0(LOOH)FxP∆t (7e)

∆[LOOH] ) (G0(LOOH)F/xP)∆D (7f)
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consequence of human activities. However, the effects in living
matter cannot be expected to depend exclusively on eq 7f; this
equation would predict extremely large effects at extremely low
dose rates, but these effects would require long times to express
themselves. In the course of this long time, the repair mecha-
nisms might set in to mitigate the ill effects on one hand, while,
on the other hand, sheer aging might completely overwhelm
the effects of irradiation on a very long time scale. In any case,
a good knowledge of radiobiology and not only of physical-
chemical phenomena, is critical in interpreting the effects of
low dose-rate irradiation on living matter.

An inverse square-root relationship betweenG(LOOH) values
and dose rate was used to calculateG0(LOOH) values (Table
2). These may also be considered baseline values and can be
compared with the available literature data.

However, radiation chemical yields of the corresponding
hydroperoxides were measured only in OlH32 and MeOlH6,32

irradiated as neat liquids. High doses were used in both studies,
taking oxidation up to 12%6 and 40%,32 respectively. While a
good linearity of MeOlOOH formation with dose was observed
up to 8%,6 a strongly sublinear build-up was observed at higher
conversions.32 Tangents to the initial parts of the dose-buildup
curves obtained at 0.33 and 1.18 Gy/s gave the values of
G(OlOOH) ) 10.94 and 6.45µmol/J, respectively.32 The
application of eq 24 gavea ) - 0.41 andG0(OlOOH) ) 6.92
µmol/J, which is too high, probably because of impurities. The
other study6 gave G0(MeOlOOH) ) 0.85 µmol/J, which
compares better to ourG0(OlOOH) ) 1.69 µmol/J, but
nevertheless, shows that large discrepancies between unrelated
groups of experiments are possible.

The Effects of Temperature and Solvent Polarity on
Oxidizabilities of LH. An attempt to compare the results of
this work with the available literature data on oxidizability of

bulk LH or their homogeneous solutions in chlorobenzene is
made in Table 4. For this purpose, the literature data were
subject to some scaling with respect to temperature and solvent
polarity effects. In an attempt to establish baseline values of
oxidizability, a temperature of 20°C and polarity corresponding
to pure substrate were adopted as standard conditions.

The effect of temperature on oxidizability was taken into
account by assuming the activation energy of oxidizability, (Ep

- 0.5Et3)LH ) 27.6 kJ/mol. This value is the mean of (Ep -
0.5Et3)MeOlH ) 29.5 kJ/mol and (Ep - 0.5Et3)EtLiH ) 25.6 kJ/
mol, as calculated from the data by Bateman33 at 45 and 55°C,
and is also very close to (Ep - 0.5Et3)MeOlH ) 26.8 kJ/mol,
reported by Hyde and Verdin.6

The effect of solvent polarity was accounted for by dividing
oxidizability in chlorobenzene solutions by 1.58, which is the
oxidation rate of MeLiH at 50°C in this solvent, relative to the
oxidation rate in carbon tetrachloride3, which has a dielectric
constant similar to that of fatty acids.38 There was no need to
make correction for the change of dielectric constant with
temperature, or for the change of the relative reactivity with
temperature. Esterification does not influence the reactivity,
because the effect of polarity, which would be expected on the
basis of the larger dielectric constant of esters, as compared to
free acids,38 is rather small.

Although, strictly speaking, the adopted corrections apply
only to MeOlH and MeLiH/EtLiH, the corrected values for all
LH in Table 4 agree much better among themselves than the
scattered original values obtained under a variety of experimental
conditions. Apparently, very similar activation energies, as well
as a similar acceleration of autoxidation rates with the solvent
polarity, apply to all LH. Actually, the agreement is so good
that it is tempting to calculate the means of the corrected values.
The relative error of the mean for any particular LH is typically

TABLE 3: Absolute Rate Constants of Elementary Steps in Radiation-Induced Peroxidation of Unsaturated Fatty Acids

LH
kp/x2kt3

[dm3/2mol-1/2 s-1/2]
2kt3

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]
kp

[dm3 mol-1 s-1] kp/kinh

kinh

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]

OlH (6.9( 0.9)× 10-4 (0.6( 0.06)× 106 0.56( 0.03
MeElH (6.9( 1.0)× 10-4 (2.4( 1.1)× 106 1.07( 0.16
LiH (1.2 ( 0.2)× 10-2 (5.3( 2.0)× 106 26.9( 4.8 (1.4( 0.6)× 10-4 (1.9( 0.9)× 105

LinH (1.4 ( 0.2)× 10-2 (11.2( 4.6)× 106 47.6( 9.7 (3.0(1.6)× 10-4 (1.6( 0.9)× 105

ArH (2.2 ( 0.2)× 10-2 (25.2( 1.0)× 106 110.9( 2.2 (4.6( 1.9)× 10-4 (2.4( 1.0)× 105

TABLE 4: Intercomparison of the Published Values of Oxidizability kp/x2kt3 [dm3/2 mol-1/2 s-1/2] of Unsaturated Fatty Acids in
Homogeneous Solutions

reference (21) (33) (34) (35) (36) (37) mean value this work

initiator ACHNa BPb AIBN c AIBN c AMPNd, AMVN e AIBN c 60Co γ-rays
temperature(K) 303 318 298 323 310 313 293
solvent chlorobenzene pure substrate chlorobenzene chlorobenzene chlorobenzene chlorobenzene pure substrate
LH MeOlH MeOlH MeOlH EtOlH MeOlH OlH

measured value 8.9× 10-4 15.3× 10-4 5.3× 10-4 53× 10-4 22× 10-4 6.94×10-4

corrected valuef 3.89× 10-4 6.43× 10-4 2.78× 10-4 11.74× 10-4 6.82× 10-4 (6.33( 3.47)× 10-4

relative valueg 0.04 0.07 0.05 0.13 0.10 0.08( 0.04 0.06
LH MeLiH EtLiH MeLiH EtLiH MeLiH MeLiH LiH

measured value 2.1× 10-2 2.07× 10-2 1.1× 10-2 4.0× 10-2 2.03× 10-2 2.2× 10-2 1.18×10-2

corrected valuef 0.92× 10-2 0.87× 10-2 0.58× 10-2 0.89× 10-2 0.70× 10-2 0.70× 10-2 (0.78( 0.14)× 10-2

relative valueg 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
LH MeLinH EtLinH MeLinH MeLinH EtLinH MeLinH LinH

measured value 3.9× 10-2 4.14× 10-2 1.8× 10-2 8.6× 10-2 4.07× 10-2 5.0× 10-2 1.44×10-2

corrected valuef 1.70× 10-2 1.74× 10-2 0.94× 10-2 1.91× 10-2 1.39× 10-2 1.55× 10-2 (1.54( 0.34)× 10-2

relative valueg 1.86 2.00 1.62 2.15 2.00 2.27 1.98( 0.23 1.22
LH EtArH ArH

measured value 5.75× 10-2 2.21× 10-2

corrected valuef 1.97× 10-2

relative valueg 2.83 1.87

a ACHN, azobiscyclohexylnitrile.b BP, benzoyl peroxide.c AIBN, azobis-isobutyronitrile.d AMPN, azobis-methylpropionitrile.e AMVN, azo-
bisdimethylvaleronitrile.f Measured values reduced to 293 K and nonpolar medium as described in the text.g Normalized within each literature
reference taking oxidizability of LiH) 1.00.
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only about 20%. At the same time, our values lie typically within
10% of thus calculated means of the corrected literature values.

However, LiH is somewhat exceptional, our value being
∼50% higher, and that deserves a comment, because LiH has
been used to normalize oxidizability values for other LHs.36

One explanation might be that some previous workers, in the
expectation that the increase of relative oxidizabilities should
linearly follow the increase of the number of methylenic carbons
in the molecule, were inclined to adopt unrealistically low values
for kp/x2kt in LiH. Indeed, in an isolated later determination
the value ofkp/x2kt was found as (1.84( 0.20)× 10-2 dm3/2

mol-1/2 s-1/2 at 310 K in neat MeLiH.40 The extrapolation to
293 K gives a value of (1.00( 0.11)× 10-2 dm3/2mol-1/2s-1/2,
in a better agreement with our determination.

If all absorbed energy were utilized to produce only free
radicals L•, the energy required to break the weakest bisallylic
carbon-hydrogen bond (314 kJ/mol)1 would suffice to produce
(0.52× 10-6 mol L•/J ) × (314× 103 J/mol -CH2-) ) 0.16
mol L•/mol -CH2-, or one radical per six methylenic carbons.
In linoleic acid this would mean that one out of six affected
molecules would yield a free radical Li•. Consequently, in LinH
this would make one out of three and in ArH one out of two
molecules, respectively, yielding the corresponding free radicals.

Our relative oxidizability data indicate that, as far as the
formation of peroxyl radicals is concerned, this kind of
proportionality is not carried over to higher PUFA. Relative
oxidizability in LinH, 1.22, gives 0.16× 1.22) 0.20, or that
only one out of five (and not three) molecules yields LinOOH,
while in ArH this happens with only one out of three (instead
of two) molecules. In reality, these probabilities are even less
frequent, because absorbed radiation energy is nonselectively
used to produce also other smaller fragments in irradiated fatty
acids.

It is possible that relatively large systematic errors in
individual rate constants become partially compensated in
oxidizability, which is a ratio of these rate constants. A criterion
of acceptability of a quantity expressed as a ratio should include
the evaluation of individual reaction steps. Consequently, in
Table 5 we compare the individual rate constants of elementary
reaction steps obtained in this work with the only set of the
corresponding values available in the literature.21 The literature
data were corrected for the effects of temperature and solvent
polarity, as already described above.

While the correction for the temperature effect on oxidiz-
ability was based on the estimated activation energy as already
mentioned, (Ep - 0.5Et3)LH ) 27.6 kJ/mol, activation energy
for the termination step was 20.1 kJ/mol, obtained in 0.1 mM
aqueous solution of OH adduct to LiH.8 Activation energy for
the propagation step was calculated therefrom as 37.7 kJ/mol.
The correction for the effect of solvent polarity was applied to
kp values only, in keeping with the opinion that changes of
oxidizability reflect changes inkp, with kt3 remaining essentially
constant.20

Table 5 shows that the agreement between the only two sets
of data in nearly complete homologous series of LH is rather
good for this type of measurements, for the declared reliability
of the literature data21 and for the scatter of our own measure-
ments (Table 2). The largest discrepancies between the values,
as long as the individual rate constants are concerned, are
revealed now for linolenic acid; it is not surprising in view of
the fact that previous measurements for LinH were maintained
to be much less reliable than for most other compounds, for
which (those other compounds) an accuracy to within a factor
of 2 for kt3, and 50% forkp, respectively, were claimed.21

The increase of oxidizability in the homologous series of LH,
which is consistent with the similar increase of reactivity of
LHs toward selective free radicals41 and consistent with the
moderate selectivity of fatty acid peroxyl free radical (BDE-
(LOO-H) ≈ 377 kJ/mol42), is beyond all question. It just may
not be so regularly linear, about 2× 10-2 dm3/2mol-1/2s-1/2

per methylenic carbon, as proposed.36

Our data suggest a somewhat different type of regularity
whithin the homologous series of LH, which was somewhat
longer in the present study. The individual rate constants, both
kp andkt3, double as the number of bisallylic carbons increases
from 1 to 2 to 3. Expressed in terms of oxidizabilities relative
to LiH, the series would consist of the following values: 1,
x2, 2, 2x2, 4, 4x2, etc.

Relative oxidizabilities pertaining to ArH and docosa-
hexaenoic acid, as predicted by our series, would be 2 and 4,
respectively, while the relative values obtained by Cosgrove et
al. were 2.83 and 5.00, respectively.36 However, the normaliza-
tion of their results to their own more recent value of 1.84 for
MeLiH,40 (1.00 after our correction for the temperature effect)
gives relative oxidizabilities of 2 and 3.47 for ArH and
docosahexaenoic acid, respectively.

TABLE 5: Intercomparison of the Published Values of Propagation and Termination Rate Constants in the Autoxidation of
LiH in Homogeneous Solutions

reference (21) this work

initiator ACHNa 60Co γ-rays
temperature (K) 303 293
solvent chlorobenzene pure substrate
measured quantity kp

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]
2kt3

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]
kp/x2kt3

[dm3/2 mol-1/2 s-1/2]
kp

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]
2kt3

[dm3 mol-1s-1]
kp/x2kt3

[dm3/2 mol-1/2 s-1/2]
LH MeOlH OlH

measured values 0.92b 1.06× 106 8.9×10-4 0.56 0.64× 106 6.94× 10-4

corrected valuesd 0.35 0.81× 106 3.89× 10-4

LH MeLiH LiH
measured values 62 8.8× 106 2.1× 10-2 26.9 5.3× 106 1.18× 10-2

corrected valuesd 23.5 6.71× 106 0.92× 10-2

LH MeLinHc LinH
measured values 236 36× 106 3.9× 10-2 47.6 11.2× 106 1.44× 10-2

corrected valuesd 89.6 27.43× 106 1.70× 10-2

LH ArH
measured values 110.9 25.2× 106 2.21× 10-2

a ACHN, azobiscyclohexylnitrile.b This value was given as 0.22 in the original paper21 and subsequently corrected in a later review.39 c Because
of experimental difficulties, the authors claim these data much less reliable in comparison with the others, which are claimed to be accurate to
within a factor of 2 (forkt3) and 50% (forkp), respectively.d Measured values reduced to 293 K and nonpolar medium as described in the text.
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Inhibition by R-Tocopherol.Fatty acids are entirely devoid
of any characteristic optical properties in the UV/vis regions of
the spectrum. On the other hand, bothR-toc43 and R-toco-
pheroxyl radical44 show a pronounced optical absorption. These
properties, including fluorescence ofR-toc,45 have been used
to follow the kinetics of reactions betweenR-toc and ethoxyl
radicals,46 R-toc and ascorbic acid radical,47 as well as of
reactions between tocopheroxyl radicals with fatty acids.48

The reaction kinetics of the chain-breaking action ofR-toc
has not been measured directly, presumably because a fast
growth of strongly absorbing conjugated dienoic hydroperoxides,
formed by the addition of oxygen to PUFA free radicals, would
preclude the observation of the decayingR-toc absorption.
According to our knowledge, there has been only one rate
constant reported in the literature, that for the reaction ofR-toc
with oleic acid peroxyl radical (which is free of the conjugation
problems), measured by pulse radiolysis in neat oleic acid.43

However, the growth of the optical absorption ofR-tocopheroxyl
radical at 420 nm was used recently to measure the kinetics of
hydrogen atom abstraction fromR-toc by cumylperoxyl radi-
cals,49 and the same approach could be used with PUFA peroxyl
radicals, but such study has not yet been done.

All other values found in the literature are thus based on
measurements of the rates of inhibited peroxidationRinh, for
which the following expression, similar to our expression 15a,
was used:

whereRi denotes the initiation rate. The use of this expression
requires the knowledge ofkp, and this quantity has not been
determined each timekinh was reported. In fact, most values of
kp needed for this calculation were adopted from the literature.
Only Barclay et al. reported an independent measurement ofkp

for LiOO• in t-BuOH.50

Until the present work, there have been no measurements of
kinh in the homologous series of PUFA in the homogeneous lipid
phase. There have been, however, isolated measurements with
individual unsaturated fatty acids, mostly often LiH, in various
solvents. Available literature data are collected in Table 6 for
comparison with our results. Reference is given to each author’s
source ofkp.

Generally, the assumptions of various authors regardingkp

are usually overestimates. As a consequence, their values of
kinh are also overestimated. Our values forkp in Table 6 at the

temperature of each individual measurement are based on our
measurements ofkp at 293 K for a given LH, scaled accordingly,
assumingEp ) 37.7 kJ/mol, and corrected for the solvent
polarity according to Yamamoto et al.3, as already described.
Although kinh also depends on the polarity of the medium,59

the paucity of the presently available data does not allow an
appropriate correction to be made for this effect. Consequently,
the resulting values ofkinh are valid for the temperature at which
kp/kinh was originally measured, while the effect of solvent
polarity is neglected in the present consideration, and allkinh

values are assumed to be related to the nonpolar, lipid-like phase.
With temperature thus remaining the only variable, it should

be possible to present the resultingkinh values in the Arrhenius
fashion. As minor structural details of oxidizing radicals do not
seem to influencekinh significantly,60 it is justified to treat all
data without regard to the identity of various LHs and their
esters. If one obviously outlying piece of data (MeLiOO• in
chlorobenzene37) is disregarded, least-squares linear regression
treatment of the remaining 10 literature values, together with
the three ones obtained in this work, gives (Figure 9)

The Arrhenius activation energy following from this equation
is 4.5 kJ/mol, and the pre-exponential factor is 106(1. These
activation parameters, however, should be considered tentative
until solvent polarity effects onkinh can be taken into account
properly. Nevertheless, the inhibition rate constant calculated
at 293 K (excluding the data obtained in this work), 1.2× 105

dm3 mol-1 s-1 is in a reasonable agreement with the mean of
our values for the three PUFAs, (2.0( 0.4) × 105 dm3 mol-1

s-1, indicating that no grave error has been committed by the
neglect of the solvent polarity effect onkinh.

Moreover, it also means that mechanistic considerations
which follow and which are based on the analysis of provisional
data may also be tentative but are at least qualitatively correct.

The obtained activation energy is below the activation energy
for diffusion in nonviscous liquids,61 while the rate constant
kinh is several orders of magnitude lower than the values
corresponding to diffusion-controlled reactions.62 Evidently, the
rate constantkinh is not affected by the temperature dependence
of the diffusion rate.

Antioxidant activity of R-toc has been interpreted in terms
of hydrogen atom transfer,63 electron transfer,64 or a dual
mechanism,65 in which one mode would predominate over the

TABLE 6: Intercomparison of the Published Values of Inhibition Rate ConstantskInh for r-Tocopherol in the Autoxidation of
LH in Homogeneous Solutions

authors’ values atT [K] based on our values atT[K]

oxidizing
radical LOO• solvent ε

T
[K]

(kp/kinh)
× 104

kp (lit) [dm3

mol-1 s-1]
kinh × 10-5

[dm3 mol-1 s-1] ref
kp [dm3

mol-1 s-1]
kinh× 10-5

[dm3 mol-1 s-1]

MeLiOO• C6H6 2.3 310 2.0 a (51) 48 2.4
MeOlOO• pure substrate 2.4b 333 3.2 2.2 (deduced by us) 0.7 (52) 3.6 1.1
LiOO• pure substrate 2.7 293 1.4 26.9 (measured) 1.9 this work
LinOO• pure substrate 2.8 293 3.0 47.6 (measured) 1.6 this work
ArOO• pure substrate 2.8b 293 4.6 110.9 (measured) 2.4 this work
MeLiOO• PhCl 5.6 323 0.91 120 (21,53) 13.2 (37) 72 7.9
MeLinOO• PhCl 5.6 323 5.6 620 (?) 11.1 (37) 127 2.3
LiOO• t-BuOH 11 303 3.6 81.5 (measured) 2.3 (50) 33 0.9
MeLiOO• t-BuOH 11 310 2.0 100 (3,21) 5.1 (27) 46 2.3
MeLinOO• C7H15OH 11.4c 353 0.17 1700 (assumed) 10 (55) 661 3.9
MeLinOO• C6H13COOEt 12b 353 0.37 1470 (assumed) 4 (55) 661 1.8
MeLiOO• MeOH/t-BuOH 22 310 0.91 100 (27) 11 (56) 27 2.9
LiOO• MeOH 33 310 2.0 100 (27) 4.9 (57) 21 1.1
MeLiOO• MeOH 33 310 3.1 100 (27) 3.2 (58) 21 0.7

a No value originally given by the authors.b Our estimate.c Reference 54.

Rinh ) kp[LH] Ri/nkinh[AH] (25)

ln kinh ) (13.8( 2.4)- (536.3( 740.8)/T (26)
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other, depending on the reactive species and the medium. It
was suggested that electron transfer would be a dominant
mechanism in polar solvents, whereas hydrogen atom transfer
would dominate in nonpolar media.66 According to this thinking,
hydrogen atom transfer would be expected to dominate in neat
fatty acids.

Activation parameters found by us, however, seem to
contradict this conjecture. Small activation enthalpy indicates
an entropy control, and a large negative entropy (∆S ) -138
J/mol K) was considered characteristic of an electron transfer
in polar media, whereby polar solvent molecules participated
in the transtition state and a pronounced reorganization of the
solvent shell was implied.66 Furthermore, the pre-exponential
factor is much lower than 1010 dm3 mol-1 s-1, the value
characteristic for hydrogen atom transfer,67 but corresponds to
pre-exponential factors encountered in proton-transfer reactions
from aliphatic alcohols to aromatic anions.68 These findings
would lend support to the mechanism ofR-toc action proposed
by Nagaoka et al., whereby both charge and proton transfer
occur.69

Concluding Remarks

We have shown that initiation by irradiation can be used to
study the kinetics of peroxidation of neat unsaturated fatty acids.
There is a complete parallelism between autoxidation and
radiation-induced peroxidation; rate of autoxidation corresponds
to radiation-chemical yield of hydroperoxides, rate of initiation
to the product of the radiation-chemical yield of alkyl free
radicals and dose rate, and inhibition time to inhibition dose.

Quantitative knowledge of the kinetics of peroxidation of
unsaturated fatty acids was based for a long time on a single
set of measurements of elementary reaction steps in an
incomplete homologous series of LH. The present work has
provided a broader basis for comparison with that previous set,
as well as with a number of isolated measurements on individual

LHs. Somewhat extended homologous series of LH and
intercomparison with the literature values in this work made it
possible to establish a new regularity of increasing oxidizability
with the increasing number of bisallylic carbons in the series
LiH/LinH/ArH/DPA/DHA as 1:x2:2:2x2:4.

Corrections made for solvent effects on the literature values
of the ratiokp/kinh obtained at various temperatures, together
with our measurements of the same quantity in pure lipid phase,
as well as the corrections ofkp for solvent polarity effects,
enabled the study of the temperature effect on the rate constant
of the inhibition reaction. Activation parameters of this reaction
indicate an activation energy less than that for diffusion and an
entropy control of the reaction, with the pre-exponential factor
106 characteristic of the proton-transfer reactions. These findings
lend support to the view that both charge and proton-transfer
mechanisms in the inhibition byR-toc may be operative in the
lipid moiety.
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